Now, as the enemy reveals their true face, many Christians are understanding that the New World Order is effectively just jews that promote their tradition and plan to enslave the Gentiles. The more one understands that, they understand that the overwhelming majority of those promoting these ideas are merely jews.

Understandably, with minimal information, little understanding, and not knowing much of history, one might have never researched into "Christianity" or it's true origins. Other people are also not interested in "God" or spirituality, and they just adopt whatever they have been told by society or their family.

The reality is, the Jews have created Christianity. Not taken it over, but controlled it every step of the way - from its inception till today, to promote their own jewish agenda.

As far as Rabbis are concerned [the wisest people of the Jews and masters of the jewish mission and guidance for them], this is a program to pacify and reduce the abilities of the Gentiles in all levels of life. It's to keep them back and keep them weak. Values and more in-depth elaborate plots lead to this end. Much of this is spiritual and based on invisible power.

There are two sides to this thing. One is the side we know here. Jesus is a jewish hoax [the biggest one of them] and we know the roots of all this. We know what it aims to do. This is why we are going to set fire to this hoax, to free our people.

However, as the jews know, even "Christianity" is just a program to tame the urges of the Gentiles of acting against them. It's a tranquilizer.

Currently, this tranquilizer is giving out, but many consider the tranquilizer a great thing, and even some people that wake up, don't remove the layer of false understanding of "Christianity". Many won't. They believe this is their faith, and that jews want to change that faith. So for resistance, they are refusing to do that.

Jews make a very careful circus and play pretend, to make the Gentiles run back straight into the jewish program of Christianity. They know how to do this. They have done this for centuries and it's the source of their success in keeping the Gentiles docile and winning over them.
The only people that harmed the Jews for real in recent history, were the Romans. The Romans almost eradicated Judaism entirely. After this, the people that removed their influence almost fully, were Pagan Satanists again, namely the "National Socialists".

The Christians merely complained about the Jewish plots, because they came in contrast with their very own Jewish plots. As far as the average Christian is concerned, they just cried loudly for what the Jews did to them, but without ever doing anything to the Jews [Christianity forbids that].

Regardless, these painful cries they are letting out, could be used for our own benefit. In fact, it's many of these people that are promoting facts about the Jews and their actions right now. Most of it is botched, I know, but it's better than doing nothing.

Gentiles still remain Anti-Semitic at their core [That is in the Soul, which as Rabbis have admitted, "The Soul of the Gentile is a Satanic Soul"].

At least, entities that like all other living beings, look at their interest in life. This interest in life, brings them in contrast with the Jews and their plots.

Despite of what people believe in their religious interpretation of affairs, many people are moved by the hand of Satan. This has been for centuries. Christians are now rallying themselves for all the contrary things to "Christianity", and they name it "Christianity" just to reconcile their own mind over the fact. That is alright, but they are weak and inferior, and never to be taken seriously to cause social reform. They cannot do that.

But they can cause serious upheaval to the Jews. In fact, we must look forward to this clash, and make sure the Christians fight the Jews as much as possible, so both dwindle out and destroy one another. They will find the most frivolous excuses to justify these "anti-Christian" urges of being Anti-Semites, and try to dig selective reasons "why" they are doing that.

Unconsciously, they are trying to mold the Jewish Rabbi into something else. As Marcus Eli Ravage explained [Top Zionist], the only reason people make these false theories to justify their defenses against Jews, is because they hate the Jew unconsciously for literally CREATING Christianity.
On an unconscious level, the Gentiles understand that this lie was created by jews to disable them and keep them from spiritual progress. The hatred on a higher level is major and big, and this involves all Gentiles worldwide.

Those of us here who are enlightened, we know what this hoax is about. We have studied, read, seen for ourselves with meditation and common sense. Many of the masses cannot do this. It has to be understood, that many will act in Satan's interest now, and claim that was "whatever". This is not a concern.

Not everyone has the courage to wake up completely, or the intelligence, or the time to study, or even the curiosity.

They won't receive any of the major understanding, spiritual power, or freedom that Spiritual Satanism or unplugging from the jewtrix can give.

We are to support the slave revolt of the Christians, because they are revolting against their Jewish masters. We must promote this clash between these slaves of the jewish systems, in such ways that these lessen the influence of all the enemy does.

At the same rate, we are to snatch their intelligent people who have been falsely enslaved, into our fold, and prepare for the battle that will come AFTER this slave revolt and jewish systems feud - For recreation of society.

As far as we are concerned, the jew is no longer in control of us, and we are in control of ourselves.

SATAN IS GOD.
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